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Getting to know you…
By Shane Mauger,

 Chief Executive Officer

Transitioning into i.d.entity.wa has
been one of the most enjoyable

experiences during my fifteen years of
working in the disability field.

Over the last eight weeks I have
managed to visit most of the group
homes and have met with the majority of
staff in all i.d.entity.wa’s services.  The
staff that I have met have been friendly,
warm and most of all supportive of the
people that they work with on a daily
basis.

I believe that the care and support
that our staff give to our residents and
community service clients to be of the
highest standard, and that families can
take heart at the diligence and effort that
our staff bring to work every day.

It has been a challenging year for the
organisation in working through the
Enterprise Agreement with the Liquor
and Hospitality Municipal Union
(LHMU), meeting the operational
shortfall in the accommodation services,
and addressing the staff shortages that
have affected all areas of the disability
sector.

As part of the Enterprise Agreement,
an independent assessor, Barbara Gatter,
has been visiting all of the i.d.entity.wa
Disability Services Commission (DSC)
funded sites to review the support
models being used within our

New CEO: Shane Mauger.

accommodation services. The function
of Barbara’s review is to assess the
efficiency of i.d.entity.wa’s support
models and to work with the
organisation to recommend a more
contemporary model of support to our
accommodation services.

I have accompanied Barbara to every
meeting to receive feedback from the
staffing group on the type of work that
they perform and the support that their
residents need to live in the community.

Barbara has expressed her view that
staff are providing an excellent level of
support to the people in the homes.
Barbara and I both agree that, with a
greater level of input from the
administration, the support to the people
in our homes can only improve. This
will be one of the key areas that we will
work on developing in the coming year.

The final report will be completed in
February 2009 for presentation to DSC,
the LHMU and i.d.entity.wa
management. A summary of the report
will be supplied to the wider
organisation with our service response to
move this development process forward
soon after.

i.d.entity.wa Senior Management and
the Accommodation Coordinators are
currently working through the Ganges
Street Redevelopment Project to address
the operational deficit in the
accommodation service.

This project will see all the
accommodation vacancies filled, the
transfer of a resident group to a more
suitable support location, and the
reopening of a vacant group home with
new people into the accommodation
service.

The Ganges Redevelopment is
expected to be completed by March 2009
and represents the first step in
i.d.entity.wa regaining control of our

operational services, allowing the
organisation to forward plan for the
people who are supported in our homes.
The final area we are addressing is the
recruitment and retention of staff.

We have employed a new Human
Resource Coordinator, Chelsie Miller, to
begin working directly with Management
and Support Staff to increase the
effectiveness of i.d.entity.wa in supporting
new people into the organisation, and
retaining staff for a longer period of time
in the homes.

I believe that this is the single most
important factor in ensuring the quality of
services in all support areas, and ensuring
that staff in our services do not become
‘burnt out’ through trying to support
residents and community service clients
beyond the normal boundaries of the
working relationship.

In the coming year we will be trialling
a number of different staff retention and
support strategies as we seek the best way
forward with our staff management and
resources.

In January 2009, i.d.entity.wa will hold
a series of family and stakeholder forums
to ask families about the organisation.
We are seeking feedback on all our
services and asking families for their
feedback, positive and negative, as we
plan our way forward through 2009. I
urge all families to attend as your input
will shape the organisation in the year
ahead.

We have a long journey ahead of us,
but I believe at its end is better services
for our residents and community clients,
better support for our staff, and an
increased capacity to support people
within our services. I hope that all people
associated with i.d.entity.wa join us on
this pathway forward.

In closing, I wish everyone a very
Merry Christmas and a safe and festive
New Year. I look forward to 2009 and all
of the surprises and challenges that it may
bring.
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identikite

identikite welcomes contributions from
families, carers and clients, whether it’s
your view on current issues, or a
personal experience you would like to
share with other readers. Your comments
on the content of identikite are also
valuable, together with suggestions for
any issues you would like to see covered
in the future. We look forward to hearing
from you soon!

Write to or fax:
The Editor, identikite,
PO Box 5, South Perth, WA 6951.
Telephone: (08) 9474 3303
Facsimile: (08) 9474 3315
Email: admin5@identitywa.com.au

What’s in this edition

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

Mr David Rowell (Chairperson)

Mr Graham Baker

Mr Richard Diermajer

Mrs Effie Nicholson

Mrs Agnes Tay

Mr Michael Usher

Mr Terry Wilson

To contact the Board, please write to:
The Chairperson,
i.d.entity.wa
PO Box 5
South Perth, WA 6951
board@identitywa.com.au

Page Baton Change

When I last communicated to you (in the
Annual Report*), the retirement of

Maureen Jewell and the subsequent engagement
of Shane Mauger for the Chief Executive Officer
position were in the future.

Since that time (effective 20 October) the
i.d.entity.wa leadership “baton” has been handed
over, for the first time in 21 years. That this is a
major event in i.d.entity.wa’s evolution, without
question. Your Board’s goal during this change is
to ensure consistent provision of quality services
in the most effective way possible, while taking a
fresh look at what we do and how well we do it.

Also recently Gillian Martelli (Executive
General Manager Operations) and Erica
Brenchley (Manager Human Resources) have
resigned. Although sad to lose such competent
and energetic managers, this adds to the
momentum for a review of the structure and roles
and responsibilities of the Management team.

Shane has met the Board members informally
and attended two Board meetings already. With
his deep knowledge of the services that
i.d.entity.wa provides, we look forward to
working with him to run with the baton and
tackle, head on, the challenges ahead.

Maureen Jewell

The name Maureen Jewell has been
synonymous with i.d.entity.wa and before it,

Catholic Care. No wonder… The progress during
the 21-plus years of Maureen’s leadership has
been remarkable, and the Board thanks her for
her contribution on behalf of our predecessors
and the wider i.d.entity.wa family. We sincerely
wish her every success in the next exciting stage
of her life. All the best Maureen (see Maureen's
Farewell photos, left).

New Board Members

Agnes Tay was welcomed to the
i.d.entity.wa Board on 17 September 2008.

Agnes is a practising lawyer and brings with her
wide knowledge of Government-funded projects
and organizations, as well as a passion to
contribute and learn.

The Catholic Archdiocese has recently advised
that its nominee to our Board will be Terry
Wilson, who heads the Archdiocese Human
Resources team for WA. Terry has had regular
contact with i.d.entity.wa and knows us well.  I
welcome him to the Board and look forward to
gaining from his expertise and experience.

As we are fast approaching the Festive season,
I wish you all a healthy and joyful Christmas and
a happy New Year.
DAVID ROWELL, Chairperson
*This article complements the Chairperson’s Report
in the i.d.entity.wa Annual Report. If you haven’t
received a copy then please contact the office to get
yours.
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Funding for artists with disabilities
T

he Grants for Artists with Disabilities is a new funding program that can provide money to professional or
emerging artists to help them achieve their creative dreams.

Artists with disabilities can make an application to the Department of Culture and the Arts for:

· making artwork,

· showing work, or

· learning creative skills.

Your application may be for dance, music, theatre, multi-media, designer fashion, visual arts or a combination.
The closing date for grant applications is 30 January 2009 for projects starting 1 May 2009.

To book your place, please contact the DAII Officer on (08)9224 7362 / freecall regional callers 1800 199 090
or email daii@dca.wa.gov.au Visit website www.dca.wa.gov.au for more information about the grants.

Survey and
Policy Update

Adult Respite Service Survey

Many thanks to all the families who participated
recently in our Adult Respite Service Survey. As I

write we are entering the results, and I anticipate the
Report will be available around the time identikite goes
out.

Your feedback will show us areas for improvement in
our systems, as well as areas in which you would like us to
retain our high quality of service.

Updated Policies

The Alcohol Policy has recently been updated to bring
our policy in line with other agencies. The

Participation in Service Improvement Policy has been
renamed and updated to clarify that consumer participation
in improving i.d.entity.wa services is a priority for us.

Policies Under Review

By the time you read this, the following policies (that
have already had valuable consumer input) will

hopefully have been authorised and staff training will be
underway:

· Medication Administration
· Medical or Dental Consent
· Decision Making and Advocacy
· Consumer Feedback and Complaints (including a

new pamphlet for clients and families/carers)
There are also a number of policies in draft form for

which we would like input from family members, carers or
guardians of clients and residents:

· Individual Needs
· Protection of Clients
· Duty of Care
· Human Relationships & Sexuality
· Entry and Exit
If you are interested in any/all of the above issues, and

are willing to be part of a group that will meet and discuss
i.d.entity.wa policy in these areas, please contact me on
phone 9474 3303 or email admin4@identitywa.com.au.

Blessings of joy and peace to you all this Christmas,
CAROLYN CRAGGS, Quality and Policy Officer

Supporting
siblings

It was with enthusiasm that I agreed to give a presentation in
November to a social skills group for parents who have a

child with autism at the Malibu School.
As I am an adult sibling of twin brothers with special needs,

I do believe that informing parents how to best care for the
other siblings is a wonderful way to ensure the long term
emotional health of these children.

Parents worry a lot that they are not able to give the other
siblings the time and attention they would like to. Let me
reassure you that the positive outcomes which have been
researched is that siblings turn out to more empathic, caring,
mature and responsible adults as a direct result of having a
special needs brother/sister.

Many of them (such as I) go on to work in human services
and the field of disability! Of course they are well equipped for
working in this area because of direct understanding through
having lived the experience.

One important thing that parents can do for their other
children is to simply validate their children’s feelings.
Children don’t need us to ‘fix’ anything for them or solve all
their problems; they do need your help though to assist them in
identifying what it is they are feeling.

You do not have to agree with their feelings or argue with
them that they ‘should’ not have them; you can simply help
them to name them and express them. We all know how much
a good cry can help us to feel a lot of relief and so much lighter
afterwards.

More important than anything else is parents need to care
for themselves first! Children are very sensitive to what is
going on with their parents even if you don’t tell them; so it is
vital that parents care for themselves in order to bring peace,
harmony and wellbeing to the whole family. It does start with
you!

We will be doing a presentation on Siblings Issues at our
Kensington Meeting Room on Wednesday 25 March 2009
from 9.30am to 12 noon. Mark that date in your diaries now
and RSVP to me or Andrew Lipczynski on 9474 3303 or
email: Eileen: counsel1@identitywa.com.au or Andrew:
counsel2@identitywa.com.au

EILEEN DIELESEN, Family Counsellor/Group Facilitator
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Volunteers are a valuable asset to the community and a committed,
skilled, exceptional group of people who give freely of their time and

diverse range of skills in meeting the needs of many community
organisations.

Within i.d.entity.wa we are extremely fortunate to have a group of
people who volunteer to assist in a number of areas. In partnership with
our paid staff, the volunteers contribute to the ongoing success of service
delivery.

Community Support Services particularly benefit from our volunteer
staff, who take time out of their busy lives to support the people on our
programs.

Over the past year our volunteers have supported the SIBS program,
Riverton and Nollamara Children’s houses, the Social Club (including
interstate holidays), School Holiday Camps and Day Outings, and parent
support groups. Without the support of volunteer staff these services would
not be able to provide the ongoing support required by the families.

ECU Community Links Program and Curtin
University Physiotherapy graduate
program

The partnership developed between Edith Cowan University, Curtin
University and i.d.entity.wa has been a great support to the Recreation

Service. A large number of pre-service teachers and physiotherapy students
have shown enthusiasm and motivation during the time spent at
i.d.entity.wa.

Students volunteer to do twenty hours practical work on the camps, day
outings and the weekend WOW program. Over the past year we have had
approximately forty students take part in the Community Links program.

The aim of the Community Links program is to involve pre-service
teachers and physiotherapists in inclusive community activities with people
with diverse abilities. Over the time they spend at i.dentity.wa, the students
have supported people in various community settings and have had a great
time doing it.

The feedback from students has been extremely positive, even when
faced with difficult situations, and the Community Links program is a
fantastic opportunity for students to experience the many positive attributes
of people with diverse abilities. It also assists in giving them first-hand
experience of the challenges some people face on a daily basis.

We would like to thank Edith Cowan and Curtin Universities and all the
students for the valuable contribution they have made over the past year.

St Norbert College Christian Service
Learning project

St Norbert College also participates in supporting i.d.entity.wa through
the Christian Service Learning project with the Year 11 students.

Through this project, students are given the opportunity to develop
relationships with people who can help them to respect and appreciate the
value of each person. A student spends 20 hours assisting with the children
who use the respite services.

Thank you!

A great deal of credit goes to i.d.entity.wa’s group of volunteers and
our ongoing partnerships with external organisations.

Recreation Services support one hundred and thirty families. Thank you
all the staff and volunteers for their hard work and dedication.

Marie, Jo and Jaimy look forward to another wonderful exciting and
fulfilling year in 2009!!!

  MARIE MARTIN, Coordinator Recreation Services

The valuable contribution

Whenever and wherever a helping
hand is needed (yes, even on top of
Sydney Harbour Bridge!), you can
count on our vollies.
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Senior Carers

Workshops
Finding a way to support

your child/adult into
independence

As parents, carers, and/or guardians you
have seen your special needs child

growing into a young adult and now you are
faced with new and different challenges.

There are lots of issues that need to be
considered in supporting your child’s life
journey. The Strengthening and Supporting
Families/Innovative Respite Programme
grant now includes a number of workshops
for Senior Carers that may be of interest to
you.

In October this year we presented a
workshop on ‘Exploring a Brighter Future
for your Son/Daughter by overcoming
barriers’ to senior parents, carers and
guardians who are supported by the Local
Area Co-ordinators from the Disability
Services Commission Swan West District
Office. The workshop was simply a
‘conversation with a purpose’, firstly to talk
about what senior carers want from a
brighter future for their children, and
secondly to talk through what we thought
about a fictional couple who found
themselves in a situation with their aging
daughter.

Everyone talked about their experiences
with their adult child and how they are
working toward a more secure, independent,
and brighter future. Interestingly, a big issue
coming from the workshop was the need to
begin the process of planning toward the
future now. As we go to print, a second
workshop is due to be run entitled
‘Exploring ways of supporting yourselves as
you move your son/daughter toward
independence’.

We will continue to focus on the theme of
planning and a brighter future in further
workshops we will offer around the
metropolitan area in 2009. The workshops
are not intended to be information sessions
to tell you how to fix your situation; you
have already been to ‘well meaning’,
insensitive workshops! These sessions are
intentionally designed to be interactive,
informal and an opportunity for you to think
about what you want and can do for your
child’s future.

Please contact Eileen Dielesen or
Andrew Lipczynski on 9474 3303 to register
your interest.

GENEROUSLY FUNDED BY

‘STRENGTHENING AND SUPPORTING

FAMILIES/INNOVATIVE RESPITE

PROGRAM’ GRANT:

ion of Volunteers
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Gertrude

I am grateful for the opportunity to tell you a little bit about myself. I moved to Perth last March with my husband,
who is on a study scholarship with Curtin University. Among other things that welcomed us was the 45º summer heat!
My role as the Human Resource Assistant at i.d.entity.wa commenced in November 2008 and I have been with the

organisation for about three weeks. Prior to that, I worked with Vision Pacific Development Group in Papua New Guinea
in various capacities for eight years: five as the HR Officer where I was responsible for three countries (PNG, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu).
The experience gained was invaluable. I resigned to complete my diploma course in human resource and personnel management. It is a
privilege to be part of a great team, passionate and committed to a great cause. - GERTRUDE KILAMANU, HR Assistant

…and Kayla

It is nice to be given the opportunity to share a little about myself. I commenced my new role as Pay Office
Administrator in September, and I’m very happy to be working for i.d.entity.wa.. I have been made to feel very

welcome by staff, and feel it to be a positive environment in which to be employed. I was previously employed with
MDA National Insurance, in the finance team, and really wanted to work for an organisation with a purpose I felt
drawn to. I then decided to seek employment with a not-for-profit organisation, and was pleasantly surprised to find
i.d.entitywa. I’m currently studying part-time Bachelor of Health Science, so life is pretty full and enjoyable.
- KAYLA POWER, Payroll Administrator

Employees of the Month
The Employee of the Month
program was introduced last year
and has been a great success. Any
employee can nominate a
colleague for the award, based on
developed criteria. The successful
nominee receives a $50 voucher
and a certificate presented at a
morning or afternoon tea.

Now here’s a catch-up on
i.d.entity.wa’s last five Employees
of the Month, and from now on
you’ll meet them on a regular
basis in identikite.

May 2008: John McLellan

A
t i.d.entity.wa we rely heavily on our
casual pool of staff to fill our vacant

shifts. We see our employees as being
reliable, trustworthy, responsible,
‘infuseyastic’ and accommodating to all
the types of scenarios within the roles at
i.d.entity.wa.

So as the Staff Coordinating Officer I
work very closely with our Coordinators and
staff. Between all of us we cover over 800
shifts per month and to all of them I would
like to say how very grateful and proud I am
to be a part of that team working together.

As you all know it can get rather black
and gloomy in my office, but every now and
then a star appears and a little ray of light
breaks through the darkness and shows a
solution to the problem. That little light has
come into my office on more than one
occasion and in the form of John McLellan.
This man has been a godsend to the casual
pool of staffing and in particular to
Shakespeare house.

John has covered day shift after night
shift, back on to day shift. I’ve sent him to
different houses and back again, I’ve rung
him early, I’ve rung him late, and all he says
to me is ‘No problem Mate’. I’ve rung him at
the shopping centre and when he’s been out
to lunch. I’ve rung him here, I’ve rung him
there and he always says ‘I’ll Be There’.

Congratulations John; this is your
moment! Well done and thank you for
helping me. John, it’s like I told you before:
you can run but you can’t hide (hee hee)
because I will find you. - PAUL BARRETT,
Staff Coordinating Officer

June: Steve Paul

S
teve Paul works as a Recreation Assistant in our Respite Through Recreation (RTR)
program.
In the past few months Steve has provided consistent, stable services to his clients in

a time when service provision has been limited or irregular for many families. He has
provided the stability and service continuity that our clients require. In recent weeks
Steve has willingly provided extra respite hours to families in need, often at short notice.

Recent feedback from families indicates that they appreciate Steve’s reliability and
professional conduct. He works with some challenging clients but has built a good
rapport with many of them, resulting in some great improvements in their behaviour.
His commitment to his clients in difficult situations is commendable. Steve demonstrates
a genuine care and respect for his clients and promotes their strengths to encourage
their independence.

We have been able to rely on Steve to deliver the required service hours, plus extra
hours above and beyond our expectations. He is in regular contact with the Recreation
Coordinator and keeps us informed of any issues or problems he has. He efficiently
coordinates his working week well ahead of time and plans in advance for school
holidays, updating his families and the coordinator of any changes.

Thanks for all your hard work Steve! - JO SHARLAND and MARIE MARTIN,

Recreation Service

July: Sandra Maughan

A
 morning tea was held at Kensington office in August to present Sandra Maughan with
the Employee of the Month Award.

Sandra was nominated in recognition of her internal customer service and her willingness
to assist staff who present at her desk seeking answers to a myriad of questions in relation to
purchased orders and invoices.

Sandra remains calm and helpful at all times and always has a smile for everyone.
Thank you Sandra. You are doing a great job. - GILLIAN MARTELLI, Executive General

Manager - Operations

August: Myrna Heslington

M
yrna Heslington is the housekeeper at Kenton Way. Myrna was awarded Employee
of the Month for her consistent effort towards her role, cooperation within the team and

her dedication to the residents.
Myrna not only works to ensure the house is spotless and nutritious meals are on the table

but also assists by covering Residential Aide shifts when needed. She is a great asset to the
Kenton Team and we congratulate her on her achievements. - JODIE SMYTH, Residential
Coordinator

September: Lauren Atkin

I
t was a real delight to be present at a morning tea and announce the recipient of the
Employee of the Month award for September as young staff member Lauren Atkin,

Residential Aide Nollamara Children’s Respite Service.
Lauren has demonstrated an outstanding commitment to the happiness, health and

wellbeing of the children using the respite service. She has taken on additional duties of
Social Trainer responsibility, stepped in to provide support when other staff have been absent,
and invested time to share knowledge and train new staff to the service.

Recently Lauren managed a very challenging incident in a professional and respectful
manner for which commendation was given by the emergency services assisting.

Lauren has displayed a maturity well beyond her years and her personal growth and skill
development is to be highly praised. Congratulations Lauren, you’re a real asset to the
Nollamara team. - SARA HOWARD, Coordinator and SHARON HILL, Manager

Meet our new staff members
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Reunion to remember Catholic Care’s early days

End of an Era

After more than ten years,
Grindleford Drive in Balcatta is

closing!
Over the years a number of

i.d.entity.wa clients have lived at this
address and called it their home. Those
clients, for various reasons, have moved
on into other homes, most remaining
under the care of i.d.entity.wa.

Michael Pusey has been residing at
Grindleford Drive since mid-2005.
Initially sharing with other people, he
more recently lived by himself with staff
support. Michael left i.d.entity.wa on 4
December 2008 and moved to Mosman
Park. There he is living in a group home
with three other people and supported by
staff from Rocky Bay.

Soon Fatt Ho has been living in the
front unit at Grindleford Drive for over
twelve months. Soon has been with
i.d.entity.wa for more than ten years,
living in various homes in the Balcatta
area. Soon enjoys living independently
and has been fortunate to secure a unit
for himself in Balcatta and will be
supported by NASCHA. Soon has made
many friends within i.d.entity.wa and is
looking forward to maintaining those
friendships.

Management and staff who have
known and worked with Michael and
Soon over the years will miss them both,
and wish them the very best for their
future.

I would like to thank all i.d.entity.wa
staff involved in supporting both men in
making this transition as smooth as
possible. I would also like to thank the
management and staff of Rocky Bay and
NASCHA for their involvement and
their support for Michael and Soon over
the past months. – MICHAEL
WOLFENDEN,  Residential
Coordinator

All the families of i.d.entity.wa who remember the early
days of Catholic Care are meeting together for a reunion.

It will be a relaxing time to meet with old friends, enjoy a cup
of tea and reminisce on the ‘good old days’.

It will also be an opportunity to think about the ‘good new
days’ and what you want for the future and how i.d.entity.wa
can continue to support you in years to come.

This reunion is a response to a great need expressed by
older families and i.d.entity.wa; to acknowledge the
groundbreaking work and beginnings of the organisation and
continue to participate and give back to the organisation who
looks after our family members.

The purpose of this time is a chance to reconnect with other
i.d.entity.wa families and friends. Initially we will meet to

discuss how we may support each other with a view to
identifying further needs, and also supporting younger families
who are only beginning their journey with disability.

This time will also be an ongoing opportunity to meet and
support each other. We will meet in March and September of
2009 with a view to having more get-togethers. We hope this
will provide an opportunity for you to support each other and
serve the specific needs you have identified in your lives.

The first Reunion Morning Tea will be at the Kensington
Office:

· 10am - 12 noon, Thursday 19 March 2009.
There will be a chance to meet up with staff around the

Kensington office when morning tea is served at 11am.
RSVP: Andrew or Eileen on 9474 3303.

T
his camp was the first where we didn’t have to turn
children away, because many of our siblings have

moved into the next age bracket.
We took sixteen children away for a totally fun time.

First stop was at the Armadale Reptile Centre and
everyone enjoyed having a look at all the amazing
reptiles and animals. The most exciting part was
touching the huge native python snake that was brought
out on to the grass.

We arrived at the camp in time for a delicious home-
cooked lunch. After lunch we had a session sharing ‘me’
bags. These contained items that were shown to the
group, telling us things about each other that could not
be seen, such as hobbies, interests, awards, photos of
family and things of meaning to each individual. It was
certainly a great exercise to get to know a lot about each
other.

After dinner we headed out in the bus to the movies
to see ‘Wall-E’ which everyone enjoyed. It was a very
entertaining film which had a great theme of what
environmental disasters could result in the future if we
don’t stop our material pursuits. Of course there was a
very loud laugh coming out of Eileen’s mouth (how
embarrassing sitting next to her!) at some of the funny
parts of the movie.

On Thursday we did a great morning session
exploring ways the siblings cope with their feelings. We
then had free time to enjoy some indoor games and
outdoor walks.

After lunch we headed out to do some fishing at
Golden Pond trout fish farm. This was great fun and
especially enjoyed by those lucky enough to catch a fish.

In the evening we had a wonderful outdoor barbecue
dinner followed by a fabulous talent show, and the
siblings surprised us with some incredibly creative acts.
The show was enjoyed by all and the highlight of the
evening was when we headed off to the fire pit to toast
marshmallows – yummy!!!

Friday morning, joy of joys, we did not have to clean
up as the wonderful camp staff does this for us. (This is
the camp from heaven!) Thank you so much Fran, Stacey
and both Davids for all your hard work and the great
food; we really appreciated the extra mile you went for
all of us.

After packing, we did our final session finding ways
that the siblings could cope with teasing, which is a
common problem. Next destination was the Rockingham
foreshore for a beach walk, fish and chip lunch and visit
to the English Candy Store for some sweet treats. We
finished the camp with lots of fun playing ten pin bowls.

A big thank you to Roshan who came along to
support us, all the staff at Holiday Haven campsite, and
Lotterywest for their generous financial support that
enables us to give the siblings an extra specially good
time. We had loads of fun with all of you and hope to
see you all back for the October 2009 camp!
EILEEN DIELESEN AND ANDREW LIPCZYNSKI, Family
Counsellors

Sibs head for Jarrahdale

Snakes alive! Sibs get
pally with a python,
munch marshmallows –
and much more.



Family Counselling and Pastoral Care Service
 Calendar of Events 2009

Yes! I would like to “MAKE A DIFFERENCE” for people with intellectual disabilities and their families.

Please send further information about i.d.entity.wa,

I wish to make a gift of $............................for an i.d.entity.wa selected project.

I wish to make a gift of $............................for my priority project:

..............................................................................................................................................................................

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ....................................................................................................................................................................

Address .......................................................................................... Post Code ............. Telephone ......................................

......................... I/we enclose a cheque/money order, or please debit my/our

   BANKCARD     MASTERCARD      VISA

Name on card...............................................................................................

Expiry Date........../........... Signature............................................................

Please make your donation payable to:  i.d.entity.wa, PO Box 5 South Perth, WA 6951
Thank you, your gift is tax deductible.
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STAFF RECOGNISED

Staff relax in Kings Park.

A
t the end of
October, board

members, staff and
clients gathered in
Kings Park for lunch
to celebrate the
achievements of the
Residential Services
Plan.

It’s an annual
chance to say ‘thank
you’ to staff in
recognition of their
hard work and the
extra mile they
continually go
throughout the year.

The get-together was
a great success and
gave many staff the
opportunity to meet
and socialise outside
the work
environment.

April

SIBS Fun Day Thurs 16

Teenage SIBS Fun Day Thurs 23

May

Commonlinks Nollamara Movie Morning Tue 5

Commonlinks Riverton Wed 13

Couples Weekend Away Fri 23  – Sun 25

June

Caring for Our Inner Lives Workshop Fri 12

Couples Wine & Cheese Night at winery Wed 24

January

SIBS Fun Day Thurs 22

Teenage SIBS Fun Day Thurs 29

February

New Parents Morning Tea Wed 28
 March

Commonlinks Nollamara Wed 11

Commonlinks Riverton Movie Morning Tue 17

Original Catholic Care Family Morning Tea Thurs 19

Presentation Issues for Siblings Wed 25


